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Petroleum industry and the environment. General issues 

• Emissions are inherent to extraction of petroleum from the ground, would 

it be offshore or onshore. 
 

• Similarly, affects other activities in the same area, already present or in 

prospect. 
 

• Therefore affects environmental, social and economic interests, calling 

for a reflection on the sustainability of petroleum activities. 
 

• «Sustainability», taken in its broad sense, is usually not integrated in a 

well-coordinated way. 
– Separate sectoral regulatory obligations 

– Voluntary behaviour (integration of climate risk) and standards 
 

• Some external factors influencing behaviour and regulatory shift:  
– Oil spills, fuel-to-fuel competition, oil prices, maturing provinces and increasing costs, 

tougher competition for the use of offshore areas and marine resources. 
 

• A matter for international or national regulation? 



Delimitation of topic for this lecture 

• Focus on effects on the physical environment: 
– Coexistence between petroleum activities and other activities 

– Emissions regulations 

 

• Excluded (covered by other lectures):  
– Health, Safety and the Environment (internal) 

– Decommissioning (part of licensing requirements) 

 

 



Part I – Area use and coexistence with 

other activities 
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1. The general framework 

• Reminder: Section 1-1, Petroleum Act (PA): 
– «The Norwegian State has the proprietary right to subsea petroleum deposits and the 

exclusive right to resources management» 

 

• Section 1-2, 2nd sentence, PA: 
– “Resource management of petroleum resources shall be carried out in a long-term 

perspective for the benefit of the Norwegian society as a whole. In this regard the 

resource management shall provide revenues to the country and shall contribute to 

ensuring welfare, employment and an improved environment, as well as to the 

strengthening of Norwegian trade and industry and industrial development, and at the 

same time take due regard to regional and local policy considerations and other 

activities.” 

 



2. Balancing of interests in the use of sea areas: 

the marine management plans 

• Not all the areas containing or suspected to contain petroleum 

resources are opened to exploitation 
– Opening of new areas = a political decision 

– Certain areas will remain closed for petroleum activities 

– As of today: agreement made by the Storting on no petroleum activities off Jan 

Mayen, the Ice-Edge, Skagerak or Møre fields.  

– In addition, no opening (or preparing) off Lofoten, Vesterålen or Senja in the 4-year 

period (2013-2017). 

• Evolution:  
– towards a more consistent strategy for the management of marine areas. 

• Tool: 
– Adoption of Management Plan for marine areas 

– = facilitates value creation, the coexistence between industries and the sustainable 

harvesting of resources (nature diversity) (White Paper nr. 37, 2008-2009) 

 



• Starting point: adoption of a management plan for the marine areas 
– Consistent with general trend in environmental management: ecosystem-based 

management of the marine environment 

– See Convention on Biological Diversity 

– See also Norway’s requirements under the EEA Agreement 

 

• Process for adopting a management plan: 
– Ecosystem-based assessment for the main central activities, from baseline to the 

open sea (petroleum, fishieries, shipping, etc.) 

– Assessment of interactions 

– Measures aimed to reduce environmental effects and solve competitive uses in the 

same area 

– Competence: petroleum/energy = MPE 

– Possible measures contained in the Plan 

 

• Management Plans have been adopted for: 
1. the North Sea and Skagerrak 

2. the Norwegian Sea 

3. the Barents Sea including Lofoten 

 

 



3. The opening of new areas 

• Mostly a political decision, under the competence of the Storting 

• Requirements set by the legislation, aimed to strike a balance 

• Legal basis: 
– Section 3-1, PA: “Prior to the opening of new areas with a view to granting production 

licences, an evaluation shall be undertaken of the various interests involved in the relevant 

area. In this evaluation, an assessment shall be made of the impact of the petroleum 

activities on trade, industry and the environment, and of possible risks of pollution, as well 

as the economic and social effects that may be a result of the petroleum activities.” 

– Further requirements, procedure and content: Chapter 2a, Sections 6b and 6c, Petroleum 

Regulations (PR) 

• The opening process: 
– Proposal for Impact Assessment (IA) Programme → approval → IA completed 

– Public hearing (Section 3-1, para.2, PA) 

– Positive feedback → PME proposes opening of area for licensing (White Paper to Storting) 

– If approved by the Storting → new area officially opened 

– Possibility to include specific requirements (e.g. monitoring, compensation) 

• Latest opening of new areas: 2013 (before that 1994) 
– See announcement of blocks under 23rd licensing round, 2015 

 



4. Conditions for the award of production licenses 

in opened areas 

• General requirements in PA and PR: 
– Petroleum activities conducted in a «prudent» and «proper» manner (Section 10, PA; 

Section 11, PR 

– In the respect of other actvities and related infrastructures («must not unnecessarily or 

to an unreasonable extent impede or obstruct… or cause damage to…») (Section 10-

1, para. 2, PA) 

– Shall prevent damage to flora and fauna as well as relics (Section 10-1, para.2, PA) 

 

• Possibility for specific requirements related to the specificities of the 

block 

 

• Award of license not necessarily precluding other types of licensed 

activities in the same area. 
– Conflicting usage → King’s decision (Section 3-13, PA) 

 

 

 



5. Impact assessment procedure in the plan for 

develoment and operation (PDO) 

• PDO to be submitted for approval to the MPE 

 

• Content includes effects on the environment as a general rule 
– Section 4-2, PA 

– In practice, proposed «EIA» always required. Pursuant to the PR, EIA is an integral 

part of the process for submitting a PDO and is included in the IA (Section 22, PR). 
• Some mandatory elements 

• Hearing procedure 

• MPE takes final decision 



Part III – Interaction between offshore 

petroleum activities and the environment: 

emissions regulation 
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1. Policy objectives 

• A combination of international, EU/EEA and national objectives of 

emission control and reduction. 

 

• The «zero discharge goal»  
– = national policy goal of zero environmentally harmful discharges from petroleum 

actvities (1997 / 2010) 

– Environmentally harmful substances shall in principle not be discharged to sea + 

discharge of all sorts of pollutants in other environments (air, soil) shall be minimised 

– Applies to all offshore operations. 



2. The regulatory framework 

• Applicable national legislation 
– Main framework set by Art. 112 of the 1814 Norwegian Constitution, as revised in 

2014: right to a healthy environment, natural resources shall be managed «on the 

basis of comprehensive long-term considerations which will safeguard this right for 

future generations as well.» 

– Section 10-1, PA: petr. Activities shall be conducted in a prudent manner, and take 

into account, among other thinkgs, the environment. 

– Pollution Control Act 

– Nature Diversity Act 

– Specific legislation: CO2 Tax Act, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading Act 

• Applicable international legislation 
– UN Law of the Sea Convention, the Convention on Biological Diversity, the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Convention for the Protection of the 

marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR Convention), and the 1979 

Geneva Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution with its 1999 

Gothenburg Protocol to Abate Acidification, Eutrophication and Ground-level Ozone. 

– Most part of EU legislation in matter of environmental protection is incorporated into 

the EEA Agreement (Annex XX to the EEA Agreement)  



• Regulatory instruments 
– Regulatory obligations 

– Discharge/emissions permits (Pollution Control Act) 

– Compliance monitoring (specific role of Agency and Directorate) 

– Reporting obligations («Environmental Web») 

 

• Best practice guidelines developed by the industry 
– Ex: Guidelines for offshore environmental monitoring – The petroleum sector on the 

Norwegian Continental Shelf, 2011 



3. Emissions to air 

Sources of emissions to air: 

 

• Emissions from the offshore oil and gas operations = an important 

portion of Norway’s total emissions to air 

• Main gases emitted: CO2, NOx, SOx, CH4 and nmVOC.  

• In 2013, petroleum sector represented: 
– approx. 31% of the country’s total NOx emissions 

– 27 % of GHG emissions  

– 24 % of nmVOC emissions. 

• Sources of emissions:  
– Primarily: combustion of natural gas or diesel in turbines, engines and boilers for the 

purpose of power generation; gas flaring; or the combustion of oil and gas in 

connection with well testing and well maintenance. 

– Also: emissions from leaks, gas venting or evaporation from offshore storage and 

loading and transport of crude oil (CH4 and nmVOC mainly). 



Control of NOx emissions: 

 

• Subject to international rules: 
– 1999 Gothenburg Protocol to Abate Acidification, Eutrophication and Ground-level 

Ozone: 

• emission ceilings for four pollutants: sulphur, NOx, VOCs and ammonia 

• Requires Best Available Techniques (BATs) 

 

• National legislation 
– NOx emissions from offshore operations are regulated by conditions in the 

PDOs/PIOs.  

– Requires emission permits under the Pollution Control Act 

– NOx tax, since 2007. Nox-fund established in 2008 



Control of nmVOCs: 

 

• Originate mostly from storage and loading  

• On the decrease 

• Benefits from measures introduced for controlling NOx. 

• Introduction of emission-reduction technologies for storage ships and 

shuttle tankers 
– See use of BATs, under Gothenburg Protocol 

 



4. GHG emissions from the petroleum sector and 

climate change regime 

Sources of GHG emissions from the NCS:  

• Methane (CH4) – on the decrease - and carbon dioxide (CO2) – still high 

(84% of total GHG emissions in Norway, from which 27 % from petroleum 

industry) 

 

National climate policy and the petroleum sector 

• Main driver: commitments under the UNFCCC and the EEA Agreement 

• Evolution: 
– 2008 political agreement 

– Climate Cure 2020 (in 2010). Petroleum sector: energy efficiency, electrification and 

carbon capture and storage (CCS) 

– 2012, White Paper on Norwegian climate policy 

• New government → new climate goals adopted in February 2015 
– Reduction of GHG emission by at least 40% by 2030 compared to 1990 level 

– Joint agreement with the EU for a joint fulfilment of the targets, based on EU’s measures. 

– 20 March 2015: Storting agrees on forthcoming Climate Act (2030/2050 goals) 



Main policy instruments to control GHG emissions: 

• CO2 tax 
– Since 1991 

– Legal basis: CO2 Tax Act nr. 72 of 21 December 1990 

– Scope: burnt petroleum, natural gas discharged to air, CO2 separated from petroleum 

and discharged to air 

– Possible reduced rate pursuant to Energy Tax Directive 2003/96/EC 

• Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) 
– Legal basis: GHG Emision Trading Act nr. 99 of 17 December 2004 

– ETS established in 2005, petroleum sector included in 2008. 

– Scope: emissions of GHG from stationary industrial activities and aviation 

• Gas flaring 
– 2012: 10% of CO2 emission from petroleum sector 

– Legal basis: Petroleum Act. Emission limits, subjec to emission permiet (MPE); flaring 

conditions set in PDO/PIO 

• Electrification 
– Obligation to investigate energy solution as part of the PDO subject to MPE approval. 

– Criteria: technical, financial benefits; grid capacitiy; granting of licenses. 

• Energy efficiency 
– Energy solution must rely on BATs. Covered by the PDOs and emission permits. 

• Carbon capture and storage 



5. Emissions to water 

• Sources of emissions: drilling operations, produced water, used 

chemicals, cements 

• International, EU/EEA and national commitments: 
– Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic 

(the OSPAR Convention) 

– Objective of zero harmful discharge to sea 

• Main tools: 
– Regulatory obligations, including prohibition. Environmentally harmful substances 

shall not be discharged. 

– Discharge permits are issued pursuant to the Pollution Control Act. 

– Threshold value. Content of oil in discharged produced water < 30 mg oil per litre of 

water. 

– Environmental monitoring and reporting.  

– Collection, treatment, re-injection, etc.  



6. Emissions to soil 

• Positive interaction with other emissions control and reduction 

instruments 

• Central measure = environmental monitoring (since 1970s) 
– Data collection: before exploration and production drilling start. Mandatory. 

– Elaboration of standardised methods 

• Licensees required to map potential coral reefs and other valuable 

ecosystems in the licensed area 

• Internal monitoring programmes or financial contributions to data 

collection initiatives (living marine organisms or seabirds) 

• Data made available to the public and reviewed by experts. 
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